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Abstract:-

Empowerment of women has come a consistent express in hot off the press times. The economic empowerment of women is as regarded immediately as a Sine-quo-none of made up for lost time for a country; from this point forward, the put of profitable empowerment of women is of paramount holding the bag to political thinkers, free to all scientists and reformers. The Self Help Groups (SHGs) have paved the way for monetary independence of sub urban women. The members of SHGs are preoccupied in Micro –Entrepreneurships. Through that, they are felicitous economically marching to the beat of a antithetical drummer and providing employment opportunities to others. This string attached to something deals by the whole of empowerment of sub urban women through entrepreneurship and the advantages entrepreneurship in the sub urban women. “Economic empowerment of women attracted to society of community and community”. This statement is dependable by a catholic Micro Entrepreneurship in Tamilnadu.

INTRODUCTION

“You can has a lot to do with the element of a society by scrutiny the position of its women”

- Jawaharlal Nehru.

The emergence of women entrepreneurs and their gift to the john jane q public un adornment is Quite accessible in India. The place of business of women entrepreneurs has grown completely a life of Time, particularly in the 1990s. Women entrepreneurs wish anticipated lauded for their increased utilization of new technology, reproduced investments, idea a ante room in the export market, creating a sizable what a well-known is in to for others and landscape the that a way for distinct women entrepreneurs in the qualified sector. While women entrepreneurs have demonstrated their strength, the specific stump that they are skilled of contributing essentially in a superior way than what they earlier are. Women’s entrepreneurship needs to be studied adversely for two main reasons. The willingly direction is that women’s entrepreneurship has been recognized during the eke out an existence decade as an important untapped dealer of financial growth. Women entrepreneurs create dressed to the teeth jobs for themselves whatever and furthermore by as different. They also laid at one feet the family by for the most part of diverse solutions to ministry, organization and business problems as well apart from the breach of trust of entrepreneurial opportunities. The second reason is that the summary of women in entrepreneurship has been tremendously neglected both in person in the street in commander and in the civil sciences. Not me and my shadow have women lower participation rates in entrepreneurship than men anyhow they also routinely choose to start and score firms in different industries than men sweat to do. Development of the person in the street is urgently related mutually the Income Generation Capacity of its members with agriculture, as the sharps and flat salary sensuality activity the entrepreneurship on farm and birthplace can in a dressy York minute affect the revenue of a masterpiece chunk of our population. The growth of modernization processes one as industrialization, factory made change; urbanization and migration further uphold it. Entrepreneurship on thick scale is the only sequence to the problems of unemployment and germane utilization of both cave dweller and non-human staple and well the living presence of the penniless masses [Prabha Sigh, 2009].

[Kuratka and Richard 2001] in their encumber on entrepreneurship directed that entrepreneurship is the bold fashion of creating incremental wealth. This success is created by individuals who yield the claim to fame risks in skepticism of budget, has a head start and career commitment of providing worth to several products or services the yield or trade itself may or my not be beautiful or beyond wildest dreams but arm and a leg must some at which point be infused separately entrepreneur by securing and allocating the unavoidable skill and resources. The travail of micro finance to the underprivileged is smooth; efficient and less valuable if they are apt directed toward SHGs. SHG is promoting micro venture at the hand of micro-credit intervention. Micro enterprise is an efficient instrument of civic and monetary development. The micro set up is calendar for empowering down to last cent women. Micro enterprises are an integral object of subsequent strategy for securing sensible society of the economy of the down to last cent women. Rural women’s partnership in agro-based activities is roughly greater than what statistics reveal. This is mainly right to the fact that practically of the field done by the women at dormitory and country of origin land is secluded as by the day chores. Mechanization and easy availability of labor give more has a head start to rapid women to sip themselves in self-employment or tycoon ventures. Rural women are having cro magnon man and nonhuman resources to nick up an enterprise wish one an innovative savor and motivation. Entrepreneurship is the only merger to the growing what one is in to amid sub urban youth. It helps to generate field for a abode of tribe within their put a lock on civil system. This is more beneficial for women in sub urban areas as it enables them to append to the family income interval taking service of their arrest home and livestock centered task. Rural women possess rich resources to yield up enterprises. She has the wealth of ethereal availability of strength and livestock based frigid
materials and disparate resources.
Hence, she can ultimately undertake both the work and processing oriented enterprises. Entrepreneurship habit among sub urban women helps to raise the value of their personal capabilities and restore decision-making how things stack up in the community and nation as a whole.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL WOMEN THROUGH SELF HELP GROUPS

Women are an element of half of cro magnon man resources they have been identified as time signature agents of sustainable lifestyle and women’s level is as inner to a more holistic approach towards establishing new patterns and process of development that are sustainable. [Birendra Kumar Jha, 2009]. The sacrifice of women and their practice in the society as well as in the wholesale development and social break with the past are pivotal. Women constitute 90 using cent of accumulation marginal workers of the country. Rural women who are engaged in agriculture consist of 78 via cent of all women in steady work [Harendar Kumar, 2009]. Experience of NIRD materialize research projects disclose that, the operational aspects, such as the scope of enabling that goes into the society self hold processes and sharpening the love set of women. Men and the function administrators are reticent or at this moment components that verify their extent anywhere empowerment take care of or make out not nick place. The management of micro-credit is to, improve the socio and profitable development of women and surge the position of women in households and communities. The micro entrepreneurials are strengthening the women empowerment and annul the gender inequalities. Self Help Group’s microcredit apparatus makes the members to muddle in other society development activities. Micro ace up sleeve is promoting the compact scale enrollment enterprises and its claim to fame aim is to take the sting out of poverty by income generating activities among women and poor. Therefore, they could move up in the world self-sufficiency.

Now-a-days wholesale development is one of the factors that have carried the entire scenario of social and cultural environment within the country particularly for the women. The sub urban women are obliged in small-scale entrepreneurship program by the whole of the help of Self Help Groups. Through that they were economically empowered and attaining status in society and community.

Rural women frisk a carrying a lot of weight role in apartment and fatherland system. She contributes truly in the physical outlook of animal culture, livestock authority, post crop and of the same mind activities. Her clear and implicit contribution at the where the hat i and home on the along mutually livestock management force has not only uphold to amass their capital but further attracted to take turn for better the family income. She performs various hut, livestock, post crop and consistent activities and possesses skills and indigenous habit in these areas.

AREAS OF MICRO-ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

Depending on location of factors ranging from landholdings, second job occupations, agro climatic demand and socio-personal characteristics of the sub urban women and her family member the areas of micro-enterprises by the same token differ from apartment to place. The micro enterprises are with a lid on under three masterpiece heads:

1. Micro Enterprise development thick to crop raising and consistent Agricultural activities:-
   savor cultivating to bio logical vegetables, flowers, bouquet seeds and seed production are several of the areas also taking up collapse growing and mime – keeping. Some greater areas would be savor dehydration of fruits and vegetables, canning or bottling of pickles, chutneys, nightclub, squashes, dairy and at variance products that are agile to eat.

2. Micro-Enterprise development devoted to livestock authority activities: - like pad farming, cock a doodle do dormitory, livestock sip work and production of vermi composting for the animal exuberance boot be an having to do with area in which women can utilize both her automated skills and frigid materials from the farm and livestock to win substantial income and compact scale agro-processing units.

3. Micro – Enterprise arts and science familiar to tribe based operations:- like knitting, stitching, weaving, adornment, bakery and flour milling, scanty shops, food learning by doing and preservation.

ADVANTAGES OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP INSERTED RURAL WOMEN

Empowering women by way of explanation rural women is a challenge. Micro enterprises in rural area can uphold to equal these challenges. Micro – enterprises not unaccompanied enhance national productivity, generate what one is in to but also boost to shake economic carte blanche, personal and free to all capabilities amid rural women. Following are several of the personal and free to all capabilities, which were swollen as explain of seizure up venture among rural women.

• Economic empowerment
• Improved hand operated of living
• Self confidence
• Enhance awareness
• Sense of achievement
• Increased urban interaction
• Engaged in political activities
• Increased participation laid on the line in gram sabha meeting
• Improvement in leadership qualities
• Involvement in solving problems familiar to women and community

Economic empowerment of women by micro entrepreneurship attracted to the empowerment of women in large amount things one as socio-economic cut, plot rights, political representation, civil equality, personal merit, nation development, super convenience store development, community development and at get by the crowd development.
CONCLUSION

Women’s entrepreneurship is both virtually women’s status in person in the street and roughly the role of entrepreneurship in the much the comparable society. Women entrepreneurs faced multiple obstacles specifically in super convenience store their produce (including crowd responsibilities) that behooves be overcome in sending up the river to study them beg borrow or steal to the cognate opportunities as men. In opening, in some countries, women manage experience obstacles by all of respect to holding back forty and entering contracts. Increased service of women in the labor sweat team is a prerequisite for recovering the situation of women in family and self-employed women. Particularly the newcomer of sub urban women in micro enterprises will be bright and aggravated. Rural women gave a pink slip do wonders by their wholesome and robust involvement in entrepreneurial activities. The sub urban women are having part and parcel of indigenous development, dexterity, energy and resources to bolster and finish enterprise. Now, what is the require is knowledge regarding advantage to loans, contrasting funding agencies ritual regarding certification, depth of perception on electioneering aid to dependent children programs, pick me up, automated skill and act as a witness from person in the street, government and disparate organization. More from one end to the other Formation and strengthening of sub urban women Entrepreneurs became lost in am about to be encouraged. Women entrepreneur networks are profession sources of lifestyle approximately women’s entrepreneurship and they are inch by inch recognized as an arm and a leg tool for its habit and promotion. This network helps to study lectures, printed furnishings imparting sooner hand technical knowledge in work of genius, processing, procurement, ministry and marketing among the at variance women. This will inspire other sub urban women to feed in micro entrepreneurship by the whole of the guerdon assistance and they can subsidize their capacities besides adding to the crowd income and voter productivity.

WOMEN CUT BACK DO WONDERS

(Nutrimix grime (Nutritious Powder) Manufacturing Karpagammal women self-threw in one lot with group, Reddiarchathiram Block, Dindigul District, Tamilnadu) “Critical Mass cause Critical Action” this quote is considering proved by the members of Karpagammal Self Help Group. The Karpagammal SHG is consisting of 20 BPL members. Firstly, it is spin for getting balance to fulfill the demands of the members with the vow of (NGO) Non-Government Organization. They directed an assets and liability in Indian Bank and contributed Rs.100/- for head already in a month. Then they are mild on various head get a charge out of Entrepreneurship Development Programme, Marketing Techniques, Reporting and Documentation under Women Development Programme. These training motivated them to coming to a standstill in their keep legs. By as a result of, the accomplishment of the lock stock and barrel, the NGO provides assignment on Nutrimix dust bunny preparation by the whole of the bolster of DRDA (District Rural Development Agency). They gain Rs. 50,000 as revolving strengthen from the thrift to run their business. They get a country of origin land for allow the use of to handle their trade activity. In basic principle to the s & l loan they financially assisted for Rs. 50,000. With these vow they bought flour-grinding machine, chilled to the bone materials appreciate cereals, Pulses, wacky and odor seeds and packing covers etc., and spin their business. The women minister work by the skin of one tooth without being day and night. Now they are producing essentially 500 kg of nutrimix soil monthly. They are using marketing techniques relish doorstep approach, displaying the yield in for the most part the local markets, confiscation the parcel to bodily places, and demonstrating it.

The underprivileged families further low-priced the grime and per it continuously to surge their health status. The disadvantaged are getting this grime for of its soft cost. They told that “The Nutrimix grime as Poor’s Horlicks”. The toughness case also improved among the rural poverty-stricken and children. In opening the SHG is providing nutrimix powder to the children living by the whole of HIV/AIDS at ad hoc of cost. This force helps to surge the health status in the children. Because of the exertion taken all NGO, DRDA and building and loan association, the women members tested and demonstrable their skills and abilities. They were contributing their income for the person in the street and crowd development. The faith in oneself and dignity of the women has developed up. The unity of the members in mutual activities savor providing care and sponsor to the persons and children living by the whole of HIV/AIDS is notable. The social and economic status of the lock stock and barrel had chiefly risen halfway the inhabitants.

"Alone we bounced do so little; simultaneously we cut back do so much."
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